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• Where I start

Imperial China governed its empire by dint of the literati. During the

Song dynasty, however, there was no systematic training about

practical governance for them before or after they obtained official

positions in the local or central government. Why they, highly

heterogeneous and without practical administrative experience at

start of their career, can be expected to be adept at statecraft and

serve as consultants for the Emperor to govern the empire? The three

Institutes and the Imperial Archives Sanguan mige 三館秘閣 / the

Palace Library Mishu sheng祕書省 in the Song dynasty were designed

for this concern. By investigating the career development of literati

once serving at this institute, I would like to explore why emperors

could rely on the literati who initially had no practical knowledge of

governance to govern the empire.

• Material I use

Main: the Records of the Imperial Institutes in the Southern Song

Nansong quange lu南宋館閣錄 �續錄 ( based on 中華書局點校本)

Supplement: the Collected Regulation of the Song dynasty Song

huiyao 宋會要 and the Complete Collection of Song Prose Quan

songwen全宋文.

• What I’m processing

A. Data Mining

B. Establish Database for exploring career development trajectory 

Using Excel for data establishing. Connect and evaluate information 

in CBDB. CHGIS and other spatial analysis tools to build up 

geographical shift models of career trajectory. 

• What’s the next

A. Visualize the results

B. Further questions I would like to explore:
a) Was their career development as successful as expected?

b) What were the differences and similarities between these officials? What factors played a 

role in their career development?

c) Throughout their career, how did they equip themselves with the necessary skills of 

imperial governance? Conversely, what kinds of institutional tools, if any, enabled the 

empire to cultivate the talented in order to meet its governance demands?

d) After having joined the core power machine, how did the officials who once served in the 

Palace Library promote or put in practice their policies?

e) How did the literati build their own network of power to pave the way for political ideas or 

reform? What was the communication network by which all sides of officials can put 

forward their own arguments? How were these arguments consolidated and distributed to 

a broader literati community?


